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The Year of
All-Conquering
Ecosystems
“ Tech-giants
expand like
ripples on
water.”

Name an industry that is not threatened by tech
disruption. Our 2020 vision for consumer, media and
technology trends is centred in our belief that the
marketplace is increasingly converging around the global
tech-giant ecosystems. Many of the trends that we will
comment upon are the ripple effects of the diversification
of these platforms away from their original specialism.
The more lines of business the big platforms develop
the more complex they become – and the further
the ripple effects travel into the economy and
society. Ultimately we see the expansion of the big
platforms leading to more open competition between
them. In 2020, we will continue to see increasing
direct competition between them in several lucrative
areas, including video, gaming and commerce.
The increasing impact of platform expansion will
occur against a backdrop of further uncertainty
as we see first the impact of Brexit roll-out and
then a US Presidential Election which promises to
be brutally fought and potentially controversial.
Our proprietary research shows that mistrust in traditional
institutions, governments, and corporations continues
to increase as people believe they are unrepresented.
Many also feel that they are ill-equipped to meet the
needs of the growing digital economy. As this plays out,
people will engage for change at a grassroots level.

Sean Healy
Global Chief
Strategy Officer

Dan Calladine
Head of Media
Futures

Also related is the growing scepticism of authenticity.
Online fake news has taught us that in the world
of simulated copy, originality is a matter of
perspective. The authentic voices, once represented
by influencers, have also come under scrutiny
and scandal. Convincing people will take more
time, honesty and creativity than in the past.
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As a reaction amongst ordinary people, achieving
and maintaining life balance will be a key feature,
particularly around technology and digital well-being.
We can see an increasing trend towards achieving
more pragmatism, realism and the belief that we
should be seeking a more long-term viewpoint rather
than pursuing the short-term and perfection.
If we look at specific trends for technology, brands
and media, this could be the year that consumer
privacy and legislation will take a serious bite into
online cookies including what we see as the tipping
point. The continued decline in the collection and
usage of cookies will reshape the nature of digital
marketing. This will give rise to a whole new set
of advertising opportunities, including what we
see as the tipping point for addressable TV.

“ In each trend
we consider
who might be
the winners
and losers.”

Dark social will continue to grow as people desire more
privacy and wish to share and communicate with smaller
social circles and interest-based communities that foster
a greater sense of belonging than broad social platforms.
The peer-to-peer economy will continue to expand
and find new marketplaces to serve. Fashion rental
will be the big bet this year as people are increasingly
turning towards more sustainable consumption.
Lastly, on a positive note, our desire for inclusivity
won’t just be a nice to have, but an expectation.
People will look to platforms, products and services
that promote inclusivity and diversity regardless
of the rhetoric that might suggest otherwise.
Our driving trend for 2020 is entitled ‘All-Conquering
Ecosystems’. It reflects the expansion of and ultimately
heightened competition between the big tech-platforms.
We have grouped the trends into three groups that
reflect the direction of travel of the biggest groups of
‘ripples’. In each case we consider why this is happening
right now and who might be the winners and losers; and
what might be the impact, or implications for brands.
PS. We do an annual review of our previous
year’s predictions. Last year, we got nine out
of ten right. Perhaps Vegas awaits. We look
forward to similar accuracy in 2020.
Enjoy!
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Speed Read – Carat Ten Trends

Ecosystem Economics

Hide and Seek with Audiences

Colliding Ecosystems
Content, gaming and commerce are tech ecosystems’
new battlefields. Finance and health are just
around the corner. Will more and more advertising
dollars be spent on less and less platforms?

Cookie Cutters
Browsers are abandoning cookies, and people
are abandoning browsers. Can first-party data
replace a 25-year old piece of technology?

From Platforms to Producers
Ecosystems are creating own-label goods,
directly competing with the merchants that use
their platforms. Will brand loyalty be enough
for merchants to fight the platforms’ wealth
of data and control over algorithms?
What’s Yours is Mine
While more platforms are entering the retail space,
retail itself is challenged by environmental concerns
and conscious consumerism. Will rental, resale and other
forms of the sharing economy save retail from itself?
Invisible Money
When money becomes digital, transactions move
behind the scenes and become more separated from
national currencies and boundaries. Can central
banks keep up with ecosystems’ digital currencies?

Dark(er) Social
Social media is changing from a digital town square
to a digital living room as people seek privacy and
more meaningful connections. What is brands’
role in closed groups and private messaging?
Post-Production Advertising
New technologies are allowing digital advertising
to be added to content in post-production. Will
we see iPhone ads in Hitchcock movies?
The Age of Addressable TV
Addressable TV advertising is evolving from an
opportunity to an everyday element of media
buying. How will, and in what context, will
brands choose between the scale and reach
of TV and the accuracy of online ads?

The Gamification of Everything

Life is just a (Video) Game
While ecosystems expand to gaming, video games’
cultural influence is expanding across sports, music,
media and culture. New decade, new mass medium?
Play it Your Way
Gaming is also influencing entertainment.
Interactive storytelling is changing the
audience from a bystander to a participant.
But is it really what the audience wants?
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Ecosystem Economics
Reimagining payments,
production, and possession.

Tech ecosystems are competing in new areas
Amazon

Apple

Facebook

Google

Video
Gaming
Commerce

Social / messaging
Hardware
Payments
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Colliding
Ecosystems
The world of the digital titans used to be simple:
Google was for search, Amazon for shopping,
Facebook for social, and Apple for devices. Until a
few years ago, the four did not really compete directly.
Focused on their core areas, and expanding these
globally, it was almost as if they were trains running
on parallel tracks, never overlapping. As they have
grown, they have reached a saturation point in their
core areas, and with investors to satisfy, must look
for new categories to conquer. Now they are more
like bumper cars, endlessly running into each other
as they try to continue their growth trajectories by
trying to capture more of their users’ time and money.
Take video. Until recently, only Google had a huge
stake in video, with YouTube. YouTube is still the
world’s largest video site, with over 5 billion videos
watched every day and 500 hours of content
uploaded every minute. But YouTube is increasingly
facing competition from other services.
Facebook introduced its Watch video tab in 2017,
and now, according to Facebook, 720 million people
are watching videos on the tab every month.
Video is an increasingly big part of Instagram.
A recent report from social media consultancy
Battenhall states that 88 of the top 100 Instagram
brands they analysed had used IGTV in 2019.
Both Apple and Amazon spend about $6 billion
on original content per year. Most recently, Apple
launched AppleTV+ in November 2019. It has four
exclusive shows, including The Morning Show, with
Jennifer Aniston and Reese Witherspoon. Subscribers
pay $5 a month, but the purchase of an Apple device
means subscription is free for a year. Amazon has
been producing content for Prime Video since 2013.
It has just started production of its Lord Of The Rings
series, which is reportedly costing $1bn. The hope is
that this will become as big a hit as Game of Thrones,
and drive even more subscribers to Amazon Prime.

Google recognised this trend, and responded with
original content for YouTube premium subscribers.
However, in 2019 the company announced it
would make its original shows available for free
and with ads, just as all content on YouTube.
Or take gaming. All of the four have competing
interests in gaming: whether it be game subscription
services (Google Stadia and Apple Arcade), VR
games (Facebook has acquired Beat Games, the
game studio behind the world’s most popular VR
game Beat Saber), or game streaming (Amazon
owns the world’s largest game streaming platform
Twitch, but Microsoft, Google and Facebook are
catching up with their own streaming services).

Until a few years ago, Apple,
Facebook, Google and Amazon
didn’t really compete directly.
Or take commerce. It is Amazon’s main source
of revenue, but the others are now increasingly
trying to sell products or enable commerce.
Facebook has started to let major brands sell
directly through Instagram, and is creating tools
for smaller merchants to sell on WhatsApp. It is
also introducing its own currency, Facebook Pay, to
work on all of its three platforms. Google is selling
more things directly through the search results, for
example, flights and other travel services, and is
introducing more shoppable ad formats. Apple
has a role in commerce through Apple Pay, now
accepted in more than 1m stores globally.
All four are actively competing in these areas,
trying to account for more of their users’ time
and money. The next battlegrounds are likely to
be finance and health, with all either already or
planning to get involved in these categories.
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Winners:

Implications:

→ Large advertisers, able to leverage their
scale on the platforms and create joint
business plans for mutual benefit, across
advertising, commerce, content and more.

→ Brands will spend more money on ecosystems.
According to Dentsu Aegis Network’s CMO Survey,
50% of CMOs plan to increase direct spending
with the likes of Facebook, Google, Tencent
and WeChat over the next two to three years.

→ New brands designed to be native to
the platforms, for example those using
Instagram to drive traffic and sales.

Losers:
→ Independent third parties, including Netflix,
Etsy, and traditional, national broadcasters
and retailers. These companies are likely
to face ever-increasing competition from
companies with very deep pockets and
sophisticated product and marketing teams.

→ The broader and pricier partnerships with
ecosystems become, the more carefully brands
will need to choose with whom to partner.
It may be best to go all-in with one partner
– or even to cut one out, as Nike has just
done by removing its items from Amazon.
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From Platforms
To Producers
Last year we looked at the trend of ‘Design From Data’
– products and services that were created based
on data observed from online platforms like Spotify
and Instagram. What we are now starting to see is
these online platforms using their data to create ‘own
label’ versions of products and services, essentially
cutting out the original creators and middlemen.
Netflix was a frontrunner in this development.
Originally a platform for film and TV companies’
content, Netflix created its first original show in
2013. House of Cards was a remake of a BBC show,
but updated and set in the US. Netflix’s user data
implied that the combination of the director, actors
and the genre of a political thriller would have a
good chance of succeeding. Since then, it has
focussed on producing more and more original
content. The content budget has grown from
$2.4bn in 2013 to $15bn in 2019. Not everything is a
hit. Many shows get cancelled after one season,
but the cumulative user data means that their
success rate will only get better over time.
Now other platforms are also becoming producers.
Amazon has over 80 own label brands, competing
directly with merchants that sell on its platform. Unlike
Netflix, it does not really publicise that it makes the
products. Instead, it has created brands like ‘A For
Awesome’ (kids clothes), Movian (furniture) and even
Tovess (small batch craft gin). Again, Amazon knows
what its customers like (it sees more data than its
merchants), can design products based on this, and
has the power to put its own brands higher up in its
search results than the independent sellers. Deliveroo
owns several Deliveroo Editions kitchens that exist
without restaurants so that restaurant brands can
create meals for delivery only, in high population
areas. Deliveroo has reportedly started to use these
‘dark kitchens’ to create its own food brands. They
need to create the brand, the concept and the look;
you can argue that cooking the food is the easy bit.

ten floors of the skyscraper 75 Rockefeller Plaza in New
York and will create 200 short let luxury apartments
to put for rent on its platform. Surely no one knows
more about what people want from short-term rentals
than Airbnb. Again, it is cutting out the middle man.
We also see this with the other tech giants.
Facebook Dating can be seen as creating an
‘own label’ version of something that people use
third parties for. Many people sign up for dating
sites with their Facebook ID, so why shouldn’t
Facebook charge them for this service instead?

Online platforms use their
data to create own-label
products, essentially cutting
out the middleman.
Apple regularly incorporates features into its operating
system. For example, Apple’s in-built Memoji
functionality is very similar to the Bitmoji app. In both,
you create a version of yourself to add as a sticker to
messages and pictures. Similarly, it has taken features
such as menstrual cycle tracking from popular health
apps and put them into its own operating system.
Google has also started to offer more answers
to search queries within the search itself, rather
than send visitors to third party sites. Google
travel now essentially competes with services like
Expedia, giving people the ability to search and
book flights and hotels, without leaving Google.
Google maps have started to have an impact on
other review sites like Yelp and TripAdvisor – if you
search on mobile, you often don’t get any links to
other services until after the first two screens-worth
of content. According to data analytics company
Feed it Back, TripAdvisor’s share of UK reviews fell
from 34% to 25% in just 12 months in 2018–2019.

Even Airbnb is trying its own label. It has taken over
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Winners:
→ Direct to Consumers brands which
sell through their own platforms
and keep their own data.
→ Brands that develop strong
partnerships with the platforms –
they can offer the ability to have
exclusive products and content.
→ Brands with a strong heritage and
brand equity – they will be the most
resistant to competition from own label.

Losers:
→ Short-termists - brands that have
over-invested in performance at the
expense of brand-building will struggle
to compete against platforms’ own
labels that can always go lower in price.
→ ‘Cutting out the middle man’ may
not work for all platforms. Spotify’s
alleged fake artists in its popular Mood
and Chill playlists caused a major
backlash in the music industry in 2017.

Implications:
→ The trend of platforms becoming
producers is likely to get even stronger.
When more people use smart speakers,
they will only get one choice of
product, and if no brand is stated,
the default is likely to be own label.

Source: www.unsplash.com

→ Invest in your brand, emphasize your authenticity, your
quality, your heritage and your point of difference. If
you just compete on price, then you can’t compete.
→ Have a direct route to the audience through your
own channels and sales platform – don’t rely on
marketplaces, however tempting it may be.
→ Form partnerships to create products exclusively
for platforms under your own brand. Both Tuft
& Needle, and Bic do this, making mattresses
and razors respectively for Amazon.
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What’s Yours
is Mine
other 50 weeks of the year). And Lego is rumoured
to be thinking of rental (why own an expensive
Creator set when you could make a different one
every month?). There is even a peer-to-peer rental
service called Fat Llama, where people can pay to
borrow anything from bicycles to cameras locally,
and a movement to create ‘libraries of things’ where
people can borrow items like drills and other tools.

Source: www.unsplash.com

Attitudes to ownership change quickly. A decade
after the founding of Uber and Airbnb, it might be
hard to remember how awkward the idea of renting
your own home to strangers was only ten years
ago. Models of the sharing economy have since
spread to evermore areas, most notably in retail.
Fashion rental services like Rent The Runway, Le Tote,
and Parcel 22 are bringing subscriptions to clothing
and accessory rental. Instead of just renting an item
for a single event (a tuxedo for a ball), these services
let you pay a monthly subscription to rent a set
number of items each month; at the end of the month,
you return them and get others. Urban Outfitters has
also created its own version of this called Nuuly.
Another model is peer-to-peer rental – you list
items from your wardrobe to rent for people who
live near to you. Examples of companies doing
this include Hurr and By Rotation. Essentially this is
like Airbnb for clothes, and is like paying to borrow
outfits from your friends and acquaintences.
Global online clothing rental market was $1.12bn
in 2018. Market research company Grand View
Research predicts it will grow nearly ten percent
per year in 2020s. But it’s not just clothes.
Ikea is testing furniture rental in 30 countries (why
buy furniture if you are renting where you live?) The
bag maker Kipling is renting luggage to people when
they travel (so that they don’t need to store it the

The rental revolution aligns well with the growing
trend of conscious consumerism. This is also a driver
of the resale movement, which is growing pace
with the success of companies like ThredUp – The
world’s largest online thrift store with thousands of
new arrivals per day. In its own 2019 Resale Report,
TredUp predicts the second-hand fashion market
to grow from $24bn in 2018 to $51bn by 2023.
Essentially, borrowing and passing on old stuff is
nothing new. But developing technology and logistics
is making it more
efficient and
user-friendly, and
thus accessible at
scale. Services like
The RealReal and
Decades take the
pain out of both
buying and selling
pre-owned clothes,
by agreeing to buy
members’ items,
and then listing
them attractively
on their site.

Kipling is renting
luggage to people
when they travel
so that they don’t
need to store
it the other 50
weeks of the year.

Resale can also work in conjunction with established
retail – Macy’s has branches of ThredUp, showing
and selling their best items in 40 of its branches.
Others like Eileen Fisher and Patagonia make a
point of re-selling their own hard-wearing clothes,
and a start-up Yerdle manages the process of
collecting pre-owned clothing for store credits,
repairing items if needed and then re-selling.
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Source: www.unsplash.com

Winners:

Losers:

→ The environment. As these new models
take off, resources will be used more
efficiently, and there will be less waste.

→ Retailers – especially in fast fashion.

→ The high street: These models are mainly
online only but could easily spread to physical
spaces, creating a new category of store where
people can go to rent, borrow, or re-sell.
→ Brands with products that can create different
versions for domestic, single household use,
and more expensive, more durable models
for rental and use by multiple households.

→ Brands who sell products that people
buy, but don’t use much. Think power
drills vs vacuum cleaners.

Implications:
→ The ongoing rise of conscious consumerism
means that every brand will need to find ways
to offer exceptional customer experiences with
less natural resources. Look at new ways to
bring products to market, and decide whether
to offer rental and resale in some categories.
→ Sharing economy is increasingly seen as
part of “the economy”. Create a shift to
quality and durability, not disposability.
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Invisible
Money
Adam Smith, the father of modern economics,
believed that people’s economic behaviour
is guided by an invisible hand. Two hundred
and thirty years after Smith’s death, the
invisible hand is moving in new ways.
When digital disruption finally reached the
financial services sector in the 2010s, payments
became frictionless and more and more
imperciptible as time has moved on.
Uber and Lyft have created user experiences that
teach people to leave the ride-hailing vehicle without
even thinking about payment. Check-out-free
Amazon Go Stores are doing the same to retail:
technology tracks purchases subtly in the background
and charges customers’ credit cards upon exit.
In e-commerce, the ‘buy now – pay later’ company
Klarna is separating payments from purchases.
When consumers shop on a website that integrates
Klarna, they simply input their email and shipping
address to buy products. After that, they have
two weeks to pay Klarna back using any payment
method of their choice – or return the items.
170,000 merchants in 17 countries use Klarna.
Monzo, the UK fin-tech unicorn, is making loans
and saving automatic. Its customers get paid a
day early if they have their salary paid into their
account. In effect, what Monzo is doing is offering
their customers a short-term, interest-free loan,
lasting a few hours. But doing so with the knowledge
that they will be paying-in their salary every month.
It also rounds up purchases and saves the cents
in a customer’s savings pot. Self-control, too, is
becoming unconscious: Barclays’ banking app allows
customers to block some payees, like gambling sites.

New challenger banks are making bank branches
invisible by providing only a mobile app and a
card. Today the world’s largest financial service
firm is Alibaba’s Ant Financial. It has over one billion
Alipay clients, without any need for branches. In
November 2019, Alipay and WeChat Pay (China’s
other mobile payment platform) opened up
their services to foreign debit and credit cards,
allowing tourists to use the system in China.
In-turn, Chinese tourists in the Finnish region of
Lapland can pay for their shopping, hotels and
restaurants with Alipay. The Nordic countries
are leading the way in the transition towards
a cashless society where money is invisible. In
Sweden, the number of retail cash transactions
per person has fallen 80% since 2008.

Transactions evolve
from frictionless to
seamless to invisible.
Naturally, where there is money (even invisible),
there are the Silicon Valley tech giants. Facebook
is launching Facebook Pay. Google is creating a
bank account with Citigroup. Apple Pay is accepted
globally. And in late 2019, Uber introduced Uber Money.
Considering the recent pushbacks, Facebook’s
cryptocurrency Libra may not arrive in 2020. Instead,
central banks around the world are researching the
concept of state-backed digital currencies. Leading
the way, the Chinese Central Bank Digital Currency
(CBDC) is expected to launch in early 2020.
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Winners:
→ The payment companies – The
percentage of payments that pass
through their networks is increasing.
→ Disruptors with the agility to
introduce new ideas quickly
→ Cybersecurity providers – demands
for cybersecurity in finance will be
much higher than on social media.

Losers:
→ Central banks – they will have much less control
of the money being spent in their markets.
Source: www.unsplash.com

→ Brands that rely on impulse purchases at
the till. Fewer cash payments means less
change to be spent on low-ticket items.
→ Buskers and other people who
rely on cash payments.

Implications:
→ More transactions will become separated
from the product or service, in the way that
subscriptions work automatically, or Uber
and AmazonGo take money with a simple
notification. We also see the growth of
global brands having their own currencies;
for example Starbucks, with millions of
users who pay via their mobile apps.
→ Banking and budgeting apps are becoming
like fitness apps, with visualisation of data,
and performance goals. This is leading
to the gamification of money and finance.
Australian bank Douugh even markets itself
as ‘helping you live financially healthier’.

Source: Wallgreens
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3 million

3.5 million

3.5 million

10 million

Rod Stewart –
1994, Rio de Janeiro

Jean Michel Jarre –
1997, Moscow

Marshmello –
2019 Fortnite

1.5 million

1 million

Jorge Ben Jor –
1993, Rio de Janeiro

Rolling Stones –
2006, Rio de Janeiro

The Beach Boys –
1985, Philadelphia

The Gamification
of Everything

Video games expanding into sports,
culture, and advertising.

Largest single artist concerts
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Life is just a
(Video) Game
Now NBA games are streamed on Twitch, and users
can stream their own commentaries on the games,
vote for most valuable players, and access interactive
stats and polls to engage more with the content.

Source: www.unsplash.com

Numbers don’t lie: gaming is the mass medium
of the new decade. 2.5 billion gamers globally, a
$150-billion global gaming
market – bigger than any other
cultural industry. In the US, 72% of
mobile users play games, and in
the UK, the video games sector
is worth more than the movie
and music industries together.
But what’s more interesting than
numbers is the cultural power
video games are starting to
have in other areas of culture,
sports, music and media.

Video game mechanisms are not only changing how
sports are watched, but the sports themselves. In
Japan, a recent golf tournament MGM Resorts The
Challenge: Japan Skins pitted Tiger Woods against
three other top golfers over 18 holes. Each hole had
different prize money and occasionally different
rules, a lot like different levels on video games.
Market research company Mintel predicts that
5G-enabled virtual esports will overtake physical
sports in popularity by 2030.
Sports and fashion brands are
preparing by making items for
esports. For example, Nike
for League of Legends teams
in China, and Puma for the
Cloud9 team, which competes
in tournaments for multiple
games including Overwatch
and Rocket League. Louis
Vuitton created a bespoke
travel case for the League of
Legends World Championship
trophy. Brewing giant ABI has filed a trademark
for ‘The Official Beer of eSports’.

Gaming is
reshaping other
areas of culture,
sport, music
and media.

Sports coverage is starting to become more like video
games. Twitch, the Amazon-owned game streaming
service, has experimented with streaming Formula
One racing in several European markets. It played
both on its own channel, and also on the channels of
popular streamers, who commentated on it. It also
ran on-screen competitions for viewers, who had to
guess the speed of different drivers over 10-minute
intervals, with a rolling leader board; essentially
making the coverage more like games coverage.
The US basketball league NBA hired the Twitch chief
marketing officer Kate Jhaveri as its new CMO in 2019.

Music is also seeing the influence of gaming. A slot
in the FIFA game series is now very sought after
by artists and their labels, as it brings exposure to
millions of gamers around the world. Artists who
have yet to reach a global audience can do so easily
through the game. The most recent game, FIFA
2020, has a street football mode with a completely
different soundtrack of more urban tunes.
The next step in the convergence of games
and music is concerts within games. When the
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EDM star Marshmello played a virtual show in
the popular video game Fortnite last February,
10 million people “attended”, making the
event the biggest “live” concert in history.

→ The entertainment industry – cross pollination
from gaming will bring greater creativity and
new hybrid formats like live action gaming
and new types of sports tournaments.

Finally, we see gaming’s influence move more
into the physical realm. When people go out,
they are now being offered alternatives either
linked to gaming (for example cinema viewing
parties for eSports events) or the new ‘competitive
leisure’ activities like escape rooms, VR arcades,
and hybrid playable film experiences like
Jumanji or Avengers at The Void’s VR centres.

Losers:

As Oscar Wilde might have put it, life imitates
gaming, more than gaming imitates life.

Winners:
→ The gaming ecosystem – developers and
platforms – who will see their revenues
and influence continue to grow.

→ More traditional pastimes, and media formats like
books. Even Netflix has said that it “competes
with (and loses to) Fortnite more than HBO”.

Implications:
→ Games’ influence in life, business and culture
will only grow in the 2020s. It can be seen as
the new TV, the new cinema, the new sport and
the new music. Any brands involved in these
areas should also be involved in gaming.
→ Twitch is going to become more
mainstream, hosting content beyond
gaming, for example music and comedy
that will also appeal to its audience.

→ Brands – The new platforms are more open to
commercial partnerships. For example, Subway
ran a ‘Subtember’ promotion on Twitch, and
Burger King re-named a restaurant as part of
a Call of Duty: Modern Warfare promotion.

Source: www.unsplash.com
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Play it
Your Way
Gaming is also influencing storytelling, making
it more interactive and turning the audience
from a bystander to a participant.
In late 2018 Netflix released Bandersnatch, a standalone interactive movie from the Black Mirror team.
It was essentially a playable movie, which asked
the viewer to make choices at various points, and
those choices changed the path of the story. As
with a game, there were different endings, and fans
flocked online to swap cheats for how to ‘win’.

link to make the first choice, and that link to make
the second choice). The ‘game’ was made for free,
and ended up with nearly 100,000 retweets, and was
featured in news sites from Huffington Post to The
Guardian.

We are now seeing more examples of interactive
storytelling both in video and other channels.
In the summer of 2019 Porsche unveiled their new
racing car through a live-action game on Twitch.
The vehicle was hidden somewhere in a Porsche
facility, and the collective Twitch community had
to guide two ‘players’ with bodycams around by
voting on what they should do. They had to solve
various challenges, a bit like an escape room, until
they eventually found and uncovered the car three
hours later. According to Twitch, two million people
took part in the event over the three hours, with an
average of 30,000 people interacting every minute.
Consumer analytics company Foresight Factory
sees the viewer-as-director trend as a form of
personalisation: by giving viewers the ability to
edit a film, content producers allow the audience
to personalise their viewing experience. Amidst
the growing competition of audiences’ attention,
interactivity is a way to maximise engagement.
It does not need to be expensive. In June 2019, a
Twitter user called Green Chyna created a ‘game’ on
the platform using the ‘threads’ feature. Users could
play the role of Beyonce’s assistant and had to make
several decisions without getting fired (click on this

Source: Twitter.com

Eko, an Israeli start-up now based in New York
specialises in making short, interactive videos for
brands. They make films for Walmart and others, and
give practical demonstrations for how to bake cookies
(add walnuts or extra chocolate?), how to be creative
with old items like left-over corks and lots more.
This is another example of the benefits of edge
computing – entertainment that is edited at the
device, in the same way as cloud-based gaming.
We think that we will see lots more
of these videos in 2020!
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Winners:

Implications:

→ Creativity – there are now new
ways to tell stories.

→ This trend points to a more playful
world, and a world more appealing
to people who play games.

→ Networks – the new formats need a rapid
connection, and really successful content
could help drive the take-up of 5G.
→ Companies able to use the data
that is generated through the
choices that people make.

Losers:

→ These videos are more expensive. Just as
Bandersnatch cost as much as a whole
series of Black Mirror episodes, producing
interactive videos with different paths will
cost more than making linear films.
→ The choices that ‘players’ make
could be really useful research.

→ Less immersive formats like quizzes.
These may start to look very tired
compared to interactive video.

If everything is
personalised, what
about storytelling?

Source: www.unsplash.com
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Hide and Seek
with Audiences
Increasing tension between
brands and consumers.

People around the world are taking
actions to limit their online footprint
Have you taken any of the following actions over
the last 12 months? (% choosing each option)

Taken steps to reduce the amount of data you share online (e.g. clearing
search history, opting out of geo-location services etc.)

44%

Chosen to buy a product in-store rather than online

36%

Installed ad blocking software

27%

None of these

23%

Actively limited the amount of time you’re spending
online or looking at your smartphone

21%

Deactivated a social media account

14%

Source: Dentsu Aegis Network Digital Society Index Survey 2018
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Cookie
Cutters
Cookies, the technology that tracks which sites
browsers have visited, is now 25 years old. They are
simple and effective, for example in helping sites to
recognise a returning visitor and reverting to their
preferred settings, or stopping a user from seeing a
particular ad more than a certain number of times. But
now cookies face an uncertain future as more time is
spent away from the web, in apps, and many devices’
browsers are blocking cookies for privacy reasons.
There are two types of cookies, first party and third
party. First party cookies are ones issued by the
site the browser visits, for example, a newspaper
site. Adverts and external tracking companies
issue third-party cookies. These cookies can place
a marker on a browser when it first sees an ad,
and then re-target the browser later with a new
message. Or to see where a browser has been on
the web over the previous few weeks, and target
ads at them based on an observed interest in a
category of product, for example, a new car.
Privacy legislation like the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) and the California Consumer
Privacy Act (CCPA), driven by fears over misuse of
personal data have led to two browsers – Apple’s
Safari, and Mozilla’s Firefox – blocking 3rd party
cookies, and limiting the use of first party cookies.
These companies argue that the benefit to their
users is minimal, but the challenge to their privacy
from tracking what they see and do online is
not acceptable. It should also be pointed out
that neither Apple nor Mozilla make any revenue
from advertising, so they will not suffer from the
removal of cookies. In contrast, Google, which owns
Chrome, does, so they are likely to keep allowing
tracking, but Google are starting to make changes
on the data they make available to partners.
As a result, the higher the percentage of users
of Apple products in a country, the lower the
ability to use cookies for tracking and retargeting.
Globally about 70% of users can’t be identified
with cookies (down from 85% a year ago), while

in the US this has fallen below 50% thanks to
a very high percentage of Apple users.
The decline of the usefulness of cookies is similar
to the rise of ad blocking – it is a web-based
problem. Our sister agency iProspect writes in their
recent report on cookies: “The world as we know it is
shifting with new wearable tech like the Apple Watch
and Bose AR glasses, as well as other technology
like Google Home smart speakers, connected TVs,
and digital assistants like Amazon Alexa. None
of these entry points support cookies, but all of
them present a new way of interacting with users
based on non-cookie, signed-in first party data.

Source: https://stock.adobe.com

Apps have also never used cookies, but instead have
their own ways of tracking, based on passing back a
unique identifier from the device. Advertisers need to
find new ways to measure and target, as well as new
advertising channels that do not rely on cookies.
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Winners:
→ Brands with their own, first-party data,
their own sales channels and their
own digital experience platforms.
→ Publishers and technology companies with
strong ecosystems, which are based on signedin users in multiple platforms and devices.
→ Apple has made a point of stressing
safety and privacy and are building
this into their brand identity.
→ Apps and the in-app advertising ecosystems.
→ Context-based publishers, and
contextual targeting companies.

Losers:
→ Cookie-based targeting is one of the main
advantages of programmatic advertising. If
the cookies disappear, companies that inhoused their advertising with a programmatic
team will be able to do less and less effective
targeting outside of the big walled gardens.
→ Small web-based publishers and programmatic
advertising technologies will suffer, especially
those that rely on re-targeting. Brands
who count on these technologies will see
a reduction in sales and revenue as their
advertising becomes less effective.

Mobile apps have
never used cookies.

Implications:
→ Brands and agencies need to balance this
greater online privacy with the need for
better tracking, and better attribution, for
example, so that advertisers don’t advertise
to people who have already bought.
→ Smaller publishers will increasingly
incentivise, or require users to sign in, so
that they can understand more about
their audience, and monetise their visitors
more effectively. However, for users, this
will mean more passwords to remember
and potentially more scope for hacking.
→ There will be more focus on creative,
and more focus on context to keep
advertising working effectively.
→ There will be attempts to replace cookies
with some kind of Universal ID, partly driven
by analysis of audiences through AI – but this
is unlikely to be effective in the short term.
→ Brands should move to less web-based
channels – for example, in-app advertising,
and new devices like smart TV.
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Dark(er)
Social
Sharing is no longer caring. Dentsu Aegis Network’s
Digital Society Index revealed in 2019 that 44% of
global consumers had taken steps to reduce the
amount of data they share online. This is especially
true of social media users, who are becoming much
more sophisticated when deciding how to share
their news and pictures. According to our proprietary
data, over 50% of people in the UK, US and Australia
have the highest privacy settings on their social
media sites and apps. Platforms like Facebook are
putting in more privacy controls to make it easier
for people to control how they share. As a result,
social media is becoming more private (‘darker’)
and less open to measurement and analysis.
Last year we wrote about the trend of ‘By invitation’
which included the idea of brands creating separate,
secret social media accounts that only true fans
would know about and follow. This was copying
the behaviour of ‘Finstas’; fake Instagram accounts,
set up by teens who wanted to be able to share
privately among their friends, and not on their main
accounts that their older relatives were following.
At the end of
2018 Facebook
responded to this
by letting Instagram
users create ‘Close
Friends’ lists, and
have the option
just to share to
this group, saving
teenagers the
need to set up
separate accounts. This is the feature that celebrities
use to share their content only with their close
friends (rather than their millions of followers). It’s
also the feature the British TV personality Coleen
Rooney used when she wanted to know who was

Social media
is becoming
more private
and less open
to measurement
and analysis.

Source: www.unsplash.com

leaking private stories shared only with ‘trusted
friends’. She reduced her close friends’ list to one
person, shared a few made-up tales, and then when
these turned up in the press, she had her proof.
Facebook is also encouraging more private sharing
through its closed groups. These groups are protected
spaces where fans of a topic or brand can talk
together. New members must answer questions
before they join, and can be expelled if they don’t
act as good citizens. Groups encourage a different
sort of sharing, in the knowledge that it is not
public. For example, the Peloton group, which has
200,000 members, is full of people giving each other
encouragement in their workout goals – something
that would not work so well in the general news feed.
A more private way of using social media is also
allowing some users to monetise their channels.
Thingtesting is an Instagram account that reviews new
products, often from direct-to-consumer (DTC) brands.
Its founder built up a following on Instagram, but to
allow her to monetise it she created a smaller network
of close friends from the account, selling access to
exclusive content, a notice of what was going to be
reviewed and even meet-ups. The ‘close friends’
mechanism can be used, in effect, as a paywall.
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Winners:
→ Brands with super-fans. These fans will
want a closer connection to the brand,
and other fans within social media,
and the new tools can provide this.
→ Brands with purpose, that stand up for
something can join or create specific
interest-based groups on social media.
→ Influencers – They now have
new ways to monetise.

Losers:
→ Social media monitoring companies
– more of what is being shared is
private and impossible to see.
→ It will be harder for brands to get organic
reach. Having ‘close friends’ is another
signal for social media algorithms and
another indication that consumers do not
prioritise status updates from brands.

Source: Instagram

Implications:
→ More private sharing brings more
trust to the network - whether it be
in a messaging group, a close friends
network, or an interest group.
→ Interest groups are about
communication with context. Does
your brand have the right profile,
trust and authenticity of having
its own group, or being part of a
group? Does it have super-fans?

Source: https://stock.adobe.com

→ If so, brands can try to create a
group, like Peloton has done, or
use brand ambassadors as their
representatives within established
relevant interest groups.
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Post-Production
Advertising

Growing ad
avoidance has
forced advertisers
to look for
unblockable
ways to place
their messages.

Source: Mirriad

Wherever there is content, there is ad inventory.
The rise of video content in recent years has
forced producers to innovate new ways to fund
content. Meanwhile, the growth of ad avoidance
has forced advertisers to look for unblockable
and non-intrusive ways to place their messages
in a video environment. As a result, more and
more start-ups are seizing the opportunity
with post-production advertising solutions.
Mirriad has a technology that puts ads into TV
programming in post-production through computer
generated imagery. The company takes TV content,
for example, soap operas or talent shows, identifies
places where ads would fit, and adds them. For
instance, it might be an outdoor ad on a wall two
characters are walking past, a can of drink on a
table, or even a car parked on the street. All viewers
see the same brands when the programme is shown
on TV; the technology is not yet programmatic. (The
same technology was used to put one car into the
film iRobot when it was shown in Asia, and a different

one when it was shown in the West). This technology
is now live in the US, China and parts of Europe.
Augmented reality start-up Supponor is reinventing
in-stadium billboards. Sports fans around the world
can watch the same FC Barcelona match but see
different ads on the pitch-side boards. Supponor also
uses real-time data to place premium ads at crucial
moments of the game, such as goals or penalty kicks.
In addition to major European football markets, it’s AR
ad solutions are used in the NFL, NHL, and Formula 1.
Bidstack puts ads into streaming video games.
In-game advertising has been tried before, but
as a concept makes much more sense now that
many games are played for free online. The ads
integrate into the game at the developer level and
then can be targeted programmatically based on
who is playing, location, time of day, and so on.
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Winners:

Implications:

→ Content creators, now able to monetise
and fund content in new ways

→ These new channels are closed networks,
which makes them unblockable.

Losers:

→ Beware; this also means that measurement
is specific to the platform and provided by
the channel. This makes it siloed and not
directly comparable with other channels.

→ Audiences, who now potentially have more
ad clutter in their viewing and playing.

→ Where ads are placed into games, there will
be a secondary audience of people watching
the gameplay on channels like Twitch.

Source: Mirriad
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The Age of
Addressable TV
In the early 2010s, Addressable TV advertising
was born with a bold vision: what if you
could combine the reach and scale of TV
campaigns with the accurate targeting and
reporting of online advertising? Technologically
it has been possible for years to show
different ads to different households while
they are watching the same program. But
for consumers, the bottleneck was the low
percentage of connected TV sets – until now.
Today, smart TVs account for 70% of total TV
shipments globally, rising to 90% in developed
markets like the US. These are now the main
devices where people watch online content such
as Netflix and YouTube. Data from the consumer
research company Horowitz shows that in the US,
as many people watch VOD (Video On Demand)
on smart TVs as all other devices put together.
The shift to VOD has led to a rise in the inventory
and the options for targeting advertising onto
TVs. Instead of targeting programs, addressable
TV allows brands to target audiences, based on
online criteria (including location, household size,
age, income, or even the weather). EMarketer
predicts that annual connected TV ad spend will
rise to $10bn in the US alone by 2021, with YouTube,
Hulu and Roku the leaders in the market.
Samsung can now target based on household
attributes like gaming. Advertisers can also
specifically buy ads on YouTube while it’s streaming on
a smart TV, in the same way that’s been happening
for years on mobiles and tablets. (YouTube says
that 250m hours a day are watched on smart TVs).
YouTube has even started to create its own ad formats
for smart TVs. So far it’s restricted to large banners, but
there is a lot of potential for something very creative.

Source: Samsung

viewing choices, spending habits, lifestyle and
even pet ownership. Sky has launched more than
17,000 addressable TV campaigns for 1,800 brands
since the scheme was launched in 2014. Many of
the brands are advertising on TV for the first time,
because of the lower barrier to entry. They can
affordably target small groups, for example, people
near to a particular retail location, or luxury buyers.
In 2019, big UK boradcasters Channel 4 and Virgin
Media signed up to use Sky’s AdSmart. Now that
Comcast owns Sky , we would expect this technology
to be exported to the US and beyond. NBCUniversal
is already onboard, with their $11bn US ad operation.
Rumours of TV’s demise are greatly exaggerated.

The scale and reach of
TV, or the accuracy of
online ads – or both?

In the UK, Sky TV has developed technology to
put addressable advertising into linear (‘live’) TV,
rather than just VOD or catch up. AdSmart allows
advertisers to target households based on their
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Winners:

→ Implications:

→ Television manufacturers. TVs are no longer
dumb boxes that take broadcasts, they
are logged in devices that have operating
systems, can generate data, and can
be monetised on an ongoing basis.

→ Use the big canvas creatively – for example,
high-quality assets work well. Remember that
video ad completion rate is much higher on
smart TV than on other devices. Focus on the
ending, not only the beginning of the spot.

→ Niche and local brands who cannot afford
traditional massive TV campaigns.

→ The wealth of new subscription services
may be unsustainable and is likely to lead
to more ad-funded VOD content as people
realise that they do not want to subscribe to
more than two or three different services.

→ Measurement – It will be more possible to track
exposure to actions using connected TVs.
→ Brands that are targeting young audiences.
Young people have become harder to
reach through traditional TV channels,
but could now be targeted through the
on-demand video that they watch.

Losers:
→ TV rating providers. New services can’t be
tracked independently through 3rd parties
like BARB and Nielsen – advertisers will be
reliant on platform measurement.OPratt01
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Appendix One - Links
See how we did it last year here

Section

Article Title

Link

Introduction

Our proprietary research

https://www.dentsuaegisnetwork.
com/our-latest-thinking

1bn hours of video watched on YouTube every day

https://www.youtube.com/intl/
en-GB/about/press/

140m people view Watch videos daily

https://about.fb.com/news/2019/06/
catching-up-with-facebook-watch/

Amazon is spending $1bn on Lord of The Rings

https://www.esquire.com/uk/latest-news/
a21079989/amazons-billion-dollar-lordof-the-rings-will-span-five-seasons/

Apple’s TV content budget is $6bn

https://www.macrumors.com/2019/08/19/
apple-tv-plus-6-billion-spent/

Apple Arcade details & costs

https://www.macworld.com/
article/3385024/apple-arcade-faqgames-price-compatibility.html

Facebook and VR gaming

https://thenextweb.com/facebook/2019/09/25/
ready-player-what-facebook-announcesa-new-vr-social-network/?mc_
cid=0a3cbe2928&mc_eid=5602d2e24f

Twitch accounts for approximately 70% of live streams

https://techcrunch.com/2019/07/12/twitchcontinues-to-dominate-live-streaming-withits-second-biggest-quarter-to-date/

Instagram Checkout – selling on Instagram

https://instagram-press.com/
blog/2019/03/19/instagram-checkout/

Facebook’s shoppable ads

https://www.socialmediatoday.com/news/
facebook-tests-new-in-app-shopping-adsfor-both-facebook-and-instagram/562550/

Google’s shoppable ads

https://www.searchenginejournal.
com/google-introduces-shoppableads-on-google-images/296551/

Apple Pay is accepted in millions
of places around the world

https://www.macrumors.com/
roundup/apple-pay/

How Netflix used data to help create House of Cards

https://www.idginsiderpro.com/
article/3207670/how-netflix-built-ahouse-of-cards-with-big-data.html

Examples of Amazon’s own label brands

https://www.businessinsider.com/amazonowns-these-brands-list-2018-7?r=US&IR=T

Amazon’s Tovess Gin

https://www.thegrocer.co.uk/alcohol/
amazon-makes-own-label-spiritsdebut-with-tovess-gin/598706.article

Amazon reportedly has tested putting its
own brands higher up in search results

https://www.pymnts.com/news/
ecommerce/2019/amazon-tweaks-searchalgorithm-to-elevate-products/

How Deliveroo is changing from a
platform to an operator

https://www.preoday.com/blog/deliveroochanging-from-platform-to-operator/

Airbnb is creating apartments to rent out in Manhattan

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/
articles/2019-04-29/airbnb-to-offer200-new-luxury-suites-at-rockefellerplaza?srnd=technology-vp

Colliding Ecosystems

From Platforms
to Producers
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Section

What’s Yours is Mine

Article Title

Link

Facebook’s dating platform

https://about.fb.com/news/2019/09/
facebook-dating/

Examples of Apple taking inspiration
from apps in its app store

https://www.theverge.com/2018/6/5/17428598/
ios-12-apps-features-third-partyclones-bitmoji-houseparty

How Google is providing more of its
own data in search results

https://www.consumeraffairs.com/
news/google-takes-its-next-step-inonline-travel-planning-052019.html

The impact on TripAdvisor

https://feeditback.com/tripadvisorusage-falls-over-past-year/

Amazon exclusives – Bic razors

https://www.modernretail.co/
platforms/bic-launched-a-new-razorbrand-exclusively-on-amazon/

Amazon exclusives – Tuft & Needle

https://www.mattressclarity.com/news/
tuft-needle-nod-exclusively-amazon/

Controversy around alleged fake artists on Spotify

https://www.theverge.com/2017/7/12/15961416/
spotify-fake-artist-controversy-mystery-tracks

Ikea & rental

https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-ikeasustainability-cities/ikea-to-test-furniturerental-in-30-countries-idUKKCN1RF1ST

LEGO ‘is considering rental’

https://www.ft.com/content/b50bbbeceda9-11e9-ad1e-4367d8281195

Global online clothing rental market was $1.12bn in
2018, and set to grow at 9.4% CAGR until 2025

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industryanalysis/online-clothing-rental-market

ThredUp predicts the second-hand fashion market to
grow from $24bn in 2018 to $51bn by 2023

https://www.thredup.com/resale

ThredUp stores up in Macy’s

https://www.forbes.com/sites/
retailwire/2019/08/21/with-thredupmacys-taps-into-a-hot-trend/

An explanation of how Klarna works

https://www.klarna.com/uk/about-us/

Get paid early with Monzo

https://monzo.com/features/get-paid-early/

Block payees with Barclays

https://www.barclays.co.uk/help/mobilebanking/spending/merchant-control/

Examples of how Apple Card works

https://www.apple.com/apple-card/

AliPay lets people use the app in Scandinavia

https://www.helsinkibusinesshub.fi/
alipay-epassi-lahitaksi-partner-finland-1stchinese-travellers-cash-free-holiday/

Mobile payments in the Nordics

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/
Deloitte/dk/Documents/financial-services/
Downloads/Chasing_Cashless-The_rise_
of_Mobile_Wallets_in_the_Nordics.pdf

Facebook Pay – a way of paying across Facebook,
Instagram and WhatsApp

https://www.theverge.com/2019/11/12/20961447/
facebook-pay-whatsappinstagram-messenger-features

An example of a multi-currency cards

https://blockchainreporter.net/2019/11/11/cryptonews-wirex-introduces-visa-multi-currencytravelcard-targeting-borderless-payments/

Invisible Money
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Section

Article Title

Link

2.5 billion gamers globally, a $150-billion global
gaming market

https://newzoo.com/insights/articles/
the-global-games-market-will-generate152-1-billion-in-2019-as-the-u-s-overtakeschina-as-the-biggest-market/

In the US, 72% of mobile users play games, and in the
UK, the video games sector is worth more than the
movie and music industries together

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/
technology-46746593

F1 on Twitch

https://www.autosport.com/f1/
news/146720/f1-to-experiment-withmexican-gp-stream-on-twitch

NBA on Twitch

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-nbatwitch/nba-twitch-announce-deal-for-digitalrights-to-usa-basketball-idUSKCN1UW1EN

Japan Skins – A head to head golf tournament

https://www.todaysgolfer.co.uk/newsand-events/tour-news/2019/september/
the-challenge-japan-skins-matchbetween-rory-mcilroy-tiger-woods-hidekimatsuayam-and-jason-day-confirmed-/

Music in video games is responsible for increasing
artists popularity

https://www.dreamteamfc.com/c/
gaming/137316/fifa-18-spoke-teambehind-games-music-soundtrack/

Marshmallo’s concert in Fortnite

https://www.theverge.com/2019/2/21/18234980/
fortnite-marshmello-concert-viewer-numbers

An example of a kit deal for an eSports team

https://www.theverge.
com/2019/2/28/18244435/nike-leagueof-legends-jersey-sneakers-lpl-china

An example of an immersive gaming experience

https://vrscout.com/news/void-jumanjilocation-based-vr-announced/

All about Black Mirror’s Bandersnatch film

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/
live-feed/black-mirror-bandersnatchendings-explained-1171556

Porsche’s event on Twitter

https://www.mobilemarketer.com/
news/porsche-test-drives-brandedgames-on-amazons-twitch/562102/

“Being Beyoncé’s Assistant” Twitter thread

https://twitter.com/CORNYASSBITCH/
status/1142591156884127744

Consumer analytics company Foresight Factory
sees the viewer-as-director trend as a form of
personalisation

https://www.foresightfactory.co/

Eko’s short interactive brand films

https://company.eko.com/

There is lots of background on cookies in this iProspect
report

https://www.iprospect.com/en/nl/insights/
whitepapers/happy-25-birthday-cookie/

Globally about 70% of users can’t be identified with
cookies (down from 85% a year ago), while in the
US this has fallen below 50% thanks to a very high
percentage of Apple users.

https://www.teads.com/

Life is Just a (Video) Game

Play it Your Way

Cookie Cutters
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Section

Dark(er) Social

Post-Production
Advertising

The Age of Addressable TV

Article Title

Link

Instagram’s close friends feature –
launched in late 2018

https://instagram-press.com/
blog/2018/11/30/share-with-yourclose-friends-on-instagram-stories/

How Coleen Rooney used this feature

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/media/
coleen-rooney-rebekah-vardy-twitter-instagramstories-sun-wayne-jamie-wag-a9148631.html

Facebook’s increased focus on groups

https://www.facebook.com/notes/markzuckerberg/a-privacy-focused-vision-forsocial-networking/10156700570096634/

The Peloton members group

https://www.facebook.com/groups/
pelotonmembers/?tn-str=*F

All about Thingtesting, and how it monetises

https://www.producthunt.com/stories/
from-the-thingtester-how-to-buildan-entire-business-on-instagram

Mirriad

https://www.mirriad.com/

Supponor

https://www.supponor.com/

Bidstack

https://www.bidstack.com/

70% of TV shipments are now connected TVs

https://www.digitaltveurope.
com/2018/07/18/ihs-markit-70-of-tvshipments-to-be-smart-sets-in-2018/

eMarketer’s ad spend stats

https://www.fiercevideo.com/video/
connected-tv-ad-spending-to-top10b-by-2021-emarketer-says

Roku’s estimate of the amount of connected TV
watched, vs ad budgets for connected TV

https://www.fool.com/investing/2019/11/09/
roku-is-making-2258-per-userand-this-is-just-the.aspx

YouTube’s new connected TV ad formats

https://www.thedrum.com/news/2019/09/18/
youtube-bringing-masthead-adsconnected-tv-its-fastest-growing-medium

Examples of targeting options available on Sky
AdSmart

https://www.adsmartfromsky.co.uk/audience/

Info on Sky AdSmart, including number of brands who
advertise

https://www.skymedia.co.uk/news/skymedia-reveals-power-of-addressabletv-in-five-year-study-amid-successfulexpansion-into-virgin-homes/

Samsung can now target based on household
attributes like gaming.

https://www.samsung.com/
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Carat is a market-leading media and
content agency, with over 10,000
experts globally to deliver diverse
media solutions for clients, operating
across 190+ offices in 135+ countries.
Consistently named #1 agency in
the last 10 RECMA reports, Carat
delivers an unparalleled capability
to understand real people; their
passions, motivations and behaviors
and harness it to connect brands
with customers. Carat is privileged to
work with some of the most storied
and innovative brands in the world.

For further information
please contact

Dan Calladine
Head of Media Futures
dan.calladine@carat.com

